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Introduction.

In most treatments of the theory of one-parameter families of plane curves

attention is concentrated altogether upon the discussion of the envelope. More

recently, some authors, especially LiLiENTHALf and Scheffers, | have con-

sidered some other problems associated with such families of curves, but all of

these are of a metric nature. In the present paper, the point of view is that of

projective differential geometry and the analytic treatment is based upon the

invariant theory of a certain completely integrable system of partial differential

equations of the second order. Incidentally a simple new geometrical interpre-

tation is found for the well-known Laplacian transformation of a linear partial

differential equation of the second order, which enables one to make use of the

results of that theory for the purpose of studying nets of plane curves. The

osculating conies of the curves of the net are also determined and their proper-

ties investigated for the first time.

§ 1.   The differential equations of the problem.    Integrability conditions.

Let the homogeneous coordinates yCc) of a point P of the plane be given as

analytic functions of two independent variables ;

(1) *»-/»(«,«) (* = 1,2,3).

Clearly the equations u = const, and v = const, will, in general, give rise to

two one-parameter families of plane curves, such that, if we consider merely the

portions of these curves in a certain domain, one and only one curve of each

family will pass through every point of the domain. We shall speak of these

two families together as a net, so that equations (1) define a net. This net will

degenerate if and only if the ratios y*1' : j/(2) : j/(3) can be expressed as functions of

a single independent variable, i. e., if and only if there exist three non-vanishing
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functions a, ß, y of u and v such that

(2) atf? + ßff + 72/(,í) = 0 (*=i,2,3;

Consequently, the net defined by equations (1) is degenerate if and only if

the determinant

(3) D 2£\  y>

(2)

,/l)

.(-')

,/2)

y(?

yf

vanishes identically.

In particular, in order that the net may not degenerate, f-l), i/2), y(3) must be

linearly independent.

Let us assume that equations (1) define a non-degenerate net. Then D does

not vanish, and we can always find a system of partial differential equations of

the form

y«. = «y« + ty, + cy>

(4) y„ = ayu + 6'y. + c'y,

y„ = a"yu + b"y, + c"y,

satisfied by the three functions y(1), y^, ?/3).

It is easy to show that, conversely, a system of form (4) with analytic coeffi-

cients has just three linearly independent analytic solutions y(l), y(2), y(3), for which

the determinant D does not vanish identically, provided that the integrability

conditions
du        du dy        dv

¿7UU J UP O UP _¿?PP

dv        du ' du        du

are satisfied identically, i. e., without the addition of one or more equations of

the form (2) to system (4). The identical validity of these integrability condi-

tions implies the following six equations :

6a" + av = db' + c + a'u,

ab' + 66" + c + 6, = ab + 6'2 + 6,',,

ac + 6c" + c =ac+b'c+c',

'2.7///, / " . /   7_" I // ■ "
a   +oa  +0^ = 0«  + a o  -fc  +«„,

a'6' + c + 6' = a" 6 + 6" ,

''iff.        r " it"',        "
a c + o c  +ci = ac+oc-f-cu.

Now every non-degenerate net of plane curves determines a unique system of

form (4), for which the conditions (5) must of course be satisfied. On the other

hand every system of form (4), for which the integrability conditions (5) are

(5)
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satisfied, has three linearly independent solutions y^, ?/2), y^\ for which the

determinant D does not vanish identically, and the most general solutions of

such a system will be

y™ = cHy™ + ck2yw + ck3y™    (¿=1,2,3),        |cj * 0.

Consequently, if we interpret y(1), y{2>, y(3) as the homogeneous coordinates of a

point in a plane, any fundamental system of solutions of (4) defines a non-degen-

erate net of plane curves, and the net defined by the most general fundamental

system of solutions of (4) will be a projective transformation of this.

We see, therefore, that all projective differential properties of a net must be

expressible in terms of the coefficients and variables of the system of partial

differential equations (4).

It is possible to simplify the integrability conditions (5) somewhat. From

the first and fifth of these we easily deduce

a + b' = a' + b",
v    '        v n    '        it '

so that we may write

(6) « + &'=/„>        «' + &"=/„

as a consequence of which (5) may be written as follows ;

f  —b'—a'=c'+db' — a"b,
J uv 0 a ' '

\-K=- Vf » -V.-0+ 2¿'2 + 2a'b,

(7) c, - c't = - c'fu + 2b'c +dc- be",

a'v — a'¿ = a"fu + a'fi + c" — 2a'2 — 2a" b',

c — c" = c'f — 2d c + a" c — b'c".

§ 2.  The seminvariants and the canonical form of the system.

The analytic representation of a net by a system of equations such as (1) is

not unique. The coefficients of system (4) therefore do not depend merely upon

the geometric properties of the net, but also upon the particular form of analytic

representation adopted. In the first place, since y(1), y(2), y{3) are homogeneous

coordinates, only those functions can have a geometrical significance which

depend only upon the ratios of these quantities. Now, a transformation of the

form

yW=\(u,v)y(k) (Jfc=l,2,3)

leaves these ratios unaltered whatever value the arbitrary function X(w, v)

may have. Consequently it will be necessary to find those combinations of the

coefficients of (4) and of their derivatives, which are left unchanged by any

transformation of the form

(8) y = \(u,v)y.
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We shall call them seminvariants.    The corresponding invariant functions which

depend also upon y, yu, yv, shall be called semicovariants.

We proceed to carry out the transformation (8).    We find immediately

y» = xy,. + xuy>     y, = *-yv + \y,

y    = Xty    4- 2X y   4- X   y,

(9)
y», = xy«. + x.y» + \y. + xu„y>

y   =Xw   + 2X y  + X   w.

If these values be substituted in system (4), and the new coefficients be

denoted by ä, 5, etc., we shall find :

ä = a-2\", 6 = 6, c = c + a^+6^-^f,
A. A. A. A.

(10) * = «'-£, *-»'-£, c=c' + «'x+6'x-^'

a" = a",                   6"=6"-2^,        c" = c" + a"^» + 6"^ - ^».
A. A A A

According to (6) we have

a + &'=/„, a' + 6"=/„.
If we write similarly

ä+b'=fu, a +6"=/,
we shall find

- x» - x„
A =/» ~ 3 x* '     /»=/» ~~3 x^ •

IFe may, therefore, transform (4) mío another system of the same form for

which

(11) ä+6' = 0,        a+6" = 0,

if we choose X ( u, v ) in the transformation (8) subject to the conditions

(12) X"*/-' x=*/" X = const-eè/-

Let us actually make this particular transformation, and let us denote the coef-

ficients of the resulting system by capital letters.    We shall have

A=a-lfu, 5=6, C=c+\afMV-\L-\fl

(13) A'=a-if, B'=b'-lf,        C'=c'+faX+|6/-i/u-i/u/„,

A"=a",                 B"=b"-\f,        C"=c"+\a"fu + lb"f-\f-\rv,

A + B'=0,        A'+B"=0.

An integrable system of form (4) can always be transformed into another
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one whose uniquely determined coefficients are given by equations (13), and

satisfy the characteristic relations

A + B' = 0,        A' + B" = 0.

The most general transformation which effects this reduction is

y = const, ye^.

We shall say that, as a result of this transformation, the system has been reduced

to its canonical form.

The coefficients A, B, C, • • • of a system in its canonical form are semin-

variants of system (4). This follows at once from the uniqueness of the canoni-

cal form, and may also be verified for each of the quantities A, B, C, • • • by

direct calculation. Now let/(a, b, ••• ; au, ou, •••) be any seminvariant

depending not merely upon the coefficients of (4) but also upon their derivatives

to any order. Since a seminvariant does not change its value if a,b, c,

in its expression be replaced by ä, o, c, • • •, the coefficients of any system

obtained from (4) by a transformation of the form y = \y, we shall have in

particular

f(a, b,c, •••; au, ba, ...)=f(A, B, C, •••; Au, Bu, •••);

i. e., it is a function of A, B, C, • • • and of their derivatives. Conversely, it

is evident that any function of A, B, C, — and of their derivatives is a

seminvariant.

Consequently, every seminvariant of system (4) is a function of the seven

fundamental ones, B, C, A', B', C, A", C", and of the various derivatives

of these quantities.    And every function of these variables is a seminvariant.

Since, by means of the equations (4), any function of y, yu, yv, and the

higher derivatives of y may be reduced to one of y, yu and yv alone, we may

confine our search for semi-covariants to those depending upon these three vari-

ables only. Of course y itself is a relative semi-covariant. It is easy to verify

that

p = Vu — 6'y>      <r = y, — a'y

are also semi-covariants. Any relative semi-covariant may be expressed as a

homogeneous function of these three and of seminvariants.*

* It is easy to show that an absolute semi-covariant must be a homogeneous function of degree

zero of y, yu and y„. Any such function C may be written as a function of the two ratios p/y,

a/y and of the coefficients of (4) ;

0-/(j,J... I......).
But, as in the argument for seminvariants, this reduoes to

C=f(?,°y,A,B,C,..),

whence follows easily the theorem as stated.
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The integrability conditions of system (4) must, of course, be left invariant

by the transformation y = Xy; i. e., they must be capable of expression in

terms of seminvariants. We obtain them by writing the conditions that the

system in its canonical form must be integrable. This gives the integrability

conditions o/"(4) in the form:

B[ + A'u + C + A'B' - A"B = 0,

Bv-B'u=-C+2B'2+2A'B,

(14) Ct- C'U=2B'C' + A'C-BC",

A\ - A'; = C" - 2A'2 - 2A"B',

C'v- C'; = -2A'C' + Ä'C-B'C".

§ 3.  The invariants.

We have not yet found an adequate analytic equivalent for the geometric

properties of the net. To be sure, the seminvariants depend merely upon the

ratios of y(1), y(2;, y^, and not upon their absolute values ; but they also depend

upon the parametric representation which has been adopted for the net. Clearly

the net remains unchanged by any transformation of the form

(15) ü = U(u),        v= V(v),

where U and V are arbitrary functions of the single variables indicated, while

any more general transformation of these variables would change the net. We

must therefore find those combinations of the seminvariants and semi-covariants

which remain unaltered as a result of a transformation of form (15). We shall

call them invariants and covariants respectively. These functions are intrin-

sically connected with the projective differential properties of the net. Strictly

speaking we ought to adjoin the further transformation

it = v, v = u,

which merely interchanges the two one-parameter families of the net, but we

shall prefer to think of these two families separately, so that formally we are

constructing a theory of the two component one-parameter families rather than a

theory of the net itself. From our invariants it is very easy to construct those

invariants which may in all strictness be called invariants of the net. They are,

of course, symmetric combinations of the invariants considered here.

Let us transform system (4) by equations (15).    We find

dJL=dJLjj' dJL = dJ y
du      dû      ' dv      dv
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d'2y __^y na   dj[ jj„
du2 ~ dû2 u   + düu  '

(16)

dudv     dudv

dv2      dv2 dv

where the accents indicate differentiation in the customary way. If we substi-

tute these values into system (4) and denote the coefficients of the new system

by ä, T), etc., we shall find :

1   , , T        V'b c
ä — -jj,(a — i)),        b =U'^    '"'      w- U'2' u

r -it t

m\        -' — a v — -' -    c(17) a=-y,, o =-jj,, c = Tj'yi

-"     Ua Jr      1 (v     r\ -»      c

where

U" V"
(18) 1)=-^ , £ =   yr,

so that »? is a function of u, and f of v only.    We find further

""= TCrY2 " "^ ̂     ^

/1» = jj' yJuv >

/c»= Ty^V2 (•'»»     '•' » ' *      *» ) '

where the notations fu,fuu, etc., are abbreviations for df/dü, d2f/dü2, etc.

If now we make use of the expressions (13) of the fundamental seminvariants,

and denote by A, B, etc., the corresponding seminvariants of the transformed

system of differential equations, we shall find

B = j~jB, 0=~j{C~iAr,-\BK-\ff + i%),

(19)
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A' = ±;(A' + iÇ),       B' = ~(B' + ^V),

(20)

°' = Wv'i0' - iA'v - i^f- W.

Ä"=-V—A",        C" = r^j(C"-\A"r)-^B'K-W+kQ.

We see that the seminvariants B and A" are at the same time (relative)

invariants, and it is easy to verify the invariance of all of the following

quantities :

% = B, <g=C-B'u-2B'2 + A'B,

(21)       % = A' + \^T,       %=B' + \-£,       <g'=C' + A'B,

L",

In fact we have

31" = A", 6" = C" - A' - 2A'2 + A"E.

- _    V - _     1
-o = , 7j'\2"Ö> Ë ™ TTry **'

(22) Í' = y,2l', a' = -¿>«\       6'-=^®',

2í"=^y23l",       6"=^ly2Ê".

Whenever a relative invariant 0e™' n) satisfies the equation

(23) ö(m'B) = (U')m(Vy&-m'n)

we shall say that its weights with respect to u and t> are m and n respectively.

These weights may be characterized by the symbol (m, n). Thus 33 is of

weight (—2, 1), etc. We proceed to show how we may deduce from 0(m' n) by

differentiation two new invariants, which we shall denote by (0e"''"), B') and

(£»■">, A').
We find from (23)

#>, »). ( if \—i ( F' )n ( ^m' "> + m^"*-n) ),

(24) _"
V 00», ») = ( J/"' )m ( pr' )n-l ( 0(m, ») + ^m, ») ) ?

where, of course, (fo'n) and ^„m-n) denote dfim<nfdü and dd^m<nfdv respectively.

Since we have from (20)

Ä=±r(A' + tf),        B'=^7(B + iv),
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we shall find that the expressions

(25)    (frm'n\B) = d1^ •> - SmB'frm- ■>, ( &»•n), A' ) = &?•n) - 3nA'frm~n)

are two new invariants of weights (m — 1, n) and (m,n — 1 ) respectively.

It is also very easy to verify that if 6 is an invariant (relative or absolute),

d2 log 6/du do is also an invariant, of weight ( — 1, — 1 ).

Clearly we may obtain from (22), by the repeated application of the two

processes defined by equations (25), an infinite number of invariants. We wish

to show that all invariants of the net will be functions of those obtained in this

manner.

In the first place we recall the fact that every invariant is a function of

seminvariants, i. e., of B, C, etc., and of the derivatives of these quantities.

But (21) shows that B, C, • • • may be expressed as functions of 23, ©, 21', 23',

6', 21", 6", and of their derivatives. Consequently every invariant / must be

a function of the seven fundamental invariants and of their derivatives, i. e.,

7-.F(»,C, .-.; 9., •••; 8.. •••; 33uu, •••)•

Let us introduce infinitesimal transformations by putting

¡J=u + <p(u)St,        V=v + f(v)St,

where St is an infinitesimal.    Then

V' = l+f'St, 7, = f'Sí, £=-f'Sí

S6 = -2f GSí,

(27) S%' = -^'%'St, &8' = -f S3'oí,        S©'=-(f + ^')(i'St,

521" = (<£'- 2i/r' ) 21" St,        S&" = - 2y¡r' g" St.

In general, for an invariant 0(m-"', of weight (m, n), we shall find

g0(m, n) = Ç mq + nyj/^ #m, ») fa >

(28) S&>-^ = [{(m - 1)$' + nf} 0'^n) + m0(m'n)<p"]St,

S0(m,n) =   r-f mA; + (^ _ 1 )y I 0i^,n) + nß(m. n) ̂ " J gx #

The latter formulae enable us to calculate 823„, S23,,, etc. The results may be

tabulated as follows :

(26)     U' = l + <p'St,
and

&B = (-2f+f )338i,

-3S8„

-2»

-2S8„

+»

-sc.

-2©

-26. -C -2S8'

-a«;

- 31'

- 6'

-261

+

-221,

+

©'

-331'

-231"

-2C -3<£.

-26"
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Let I be an invariant (absolute) which depends only upon the seven funda-

mental invariants and their first derivatives. Then S/must vanish for arbitrary

values of <£', ty', <f>", yjr" . We thus obtain a system of four partial differential

equations for /, involving 21 independent variables. The matrix of the coeffi-

cients of these four differential equations is obtained by adding the seven

columns corresponding to the infinitesimal transformations of 33, 6, •••,(£" to

the table just calculated. The form of the matrix makes it evident at once that

the four equations are independent. Moreover, according to Lie's theory they

must form a complete system. Therefore, there must exist 21 — 4 = 17 inde-

pendent absolute invariants of the kind in question. Five of these may be

chosen as independent of the derivatives.    In fact we have

31" 332 =

so that
(U'y

31" 332

G3

2T233

3t'

3i"233'

31'

3T12'

-O   -   , pr/ y JX       <J ,

<r G"

21" S33   31" 332

are five independent absolute invariants. From the fundamental seven relative

invariants we can form fourteen others of the form (f?(mn), B1) and (#(m'n), A'),

but, of course, only twelve of these can be independent. In fact the following

two,

(93,5-),        (31", ,4')

reduce to 63333' and 621'31" respectively, while the other twelve are independent

of each other and of the fundamental seven.

We have proved that all invariants involving only the first derivatives of 33,

6, etc., may be obtained from the fundamental seven by the processes (25).

Let us speak of these invariants as being of the first order. Now let / be an

invariant of the second order. The system of differential equations satisfied by

such invariants contains two more equations than the corresponding system for

invariants of the first order. The matrix of the coefficients of d 1/3%$, d //¿53I" ,

d//ö33c, dl/d$í'¿, dl/ôïB^, dl/dW^ may be represented by means of the

matrices
-233,

M= I ,       iV=

in the form
+ 33,

+ 21"

-221"

0,

+ 33,

+ 31"

0

M,    P,    Q

0,    N,   R

0,     0,    vV

where 0 denotes a square matrix of the second order with vanishing elements,

and where the values of the coefficients of the second order matrices P, Q, R
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are immaterial.    The determinant of this matrix is

\M\\N\2,
where

|Jf| = 8ä"9,        |iV| = -2l"23,

and therefore, in general, different from zero. The two new equations of the

system are therefore independent. The same proof applies to the two new

equations obtained when we pass to the invariants of the third order, etc.

The system of differential equations for the invariants of the second order

contains 21 more independent variables and 2 more independent equations than

that for invariants of the first order. There must exist, therefore, 19 independ-

ent invariants of the second order. The application of our two processes to the

twelve independent invariants of the first order gives 24 invariants of the second

order. We proceed to show that just nineteen of these are independent, so that

our process actually furnishes them all.

We have

(23, A') = 23, - 3J'23,       (21", B') = 21'J - '¿B%",
where

[(g, A'), B') = 23u„ - SA')8u - BA'ß + 6^(23, A'),

[(21", B), A') = 2C - 3£X - SB'X + 6A'(%", B).

If we remember that

1 2Í" 1 23
A' — 21' — - — B — 2V — - —a      6 21" '        * --o      6S>

we see that these invariants contain the second derivatives of the fundamental

invariants only in the combinations

1 23 1 21"
23   +s ^,21" and        21"  + s ™ ©uv    '     O   Oí uv uv     '    O   Sil        uv

respectively, and are, therefore, independent. The other two invariants of the

second order which can be formed from 21" and 23, viz.,

[(%,A'),A']        and        [(%",B'),B"\

contain the further variables 23   21"  and 23   21" respectively, so that these four
VV DO lili lili 1 J   >

are certainly independent.

Each of the remaining five pairs of invariants of the first order gives rise to

only three instead of four independent invariants of the second order. We have,

for example,

(6, i?') = eu+65'6,       (6,^') = 6s

so that [(6, B), B'~\ and [(6, A'), A'~\ are obviously independent.    But

[(6, B), A'] =(Sm + 6B'^+QB'v<i,

\_(<Ï,A'),B'] =euo + 6ß'g„,
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so that their difference involves, of second order derivatives, only 33uv which by

our previous consideration, is capable of expression in terms of[(33,^.),5'],

[(31", B'), A'~\ and invariants of lower order. Our process actually supplies

us, therefore, with 2.2+5-3=19 independent invariants of the second order.

It is clear that there must exist In + 5 independent invariants of the nth

order (not counting those of order lower than n ). Let us assume that n of

these, those obtained from 33 by our differentiation processes, are of the form

an 33       33    a* a"
;bn-k'k~ dua-kdvk + 2T dun~kdvk+ '"     l*-1»2'" >*)•

the terms not written being of order lower than n. Then none of these n

invariants involves dn<¡d¡dun or 5"21"Jdun. Let n other invariants be of the

form
a» 21" 31"     a» 33 _

21*-*,* = dun-kdvk + 223 du^'dv" + '"     (fc=r0'1,2> •••'n-1)>

so that none of these involves the variables a"21"¡dv* or dn'¡8/dvn. Let the

invariants formed from ®, n + 1 in number, be

6»-*-* = ¿W+'-- (* = o,i,o,.. ,„),

where the omitted terms may involve, of quantities of the nth order, only the

derivatives of 21" and 33.   Let there be n + 1 invariants of this same character

for each of the remaining fundamental invariants 31', 33', 6' and (£".    All of

these conditions are actually satisfied for n = 2.

Let us consider the invariants of order n + 1,

(S-*,*, B'),   ¿«1,2, ...,n,       (33„,n,^'),

(X-k,k,A'),    k = 0, 1, 2, ...,n- 1,        (C,o, B'),

(<W,#),    * = 0, 1,2, ...,n,        (<&,,„ A'),

and the corresponding ones formed from 21', 33', 6', G". They will be

2(w-r-l)-r-5(n + 2) = 7n-r-12 in number; they will obviously be inde-

pendent and will have all of the properties which were assumed for the invari-

ants of order n. Since there exists a system of invariants of the second order

with these properties, there exists a system of invariants of the «th order with the

same properties, as our induction proof clearly shows. Since, moreover, our

process gives us precisely the right number of independent invariants of order

n + 1, we have proved the following theorem.

fJvery invariant of the system of partial differential equations (4) is a

function of the fundamental seven, and of those others which can be obtained

from them by repeated application of the two differentiation processes (25).

The system of equations (14), the integrability conditions for (4), must of
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course be an invariant system of equations. We find, more specifically, that

each one of them is invariant by itself. It must therefore be possible to rewrite

these conditions in such a form as to exhibit their invariant character. In order

to do this in a convenient form we shall introduce the two further invariants

(29) H=C + A'B'-A'u,       K = C' + A'B-B'v,

which, of course, may be expressed in terms of our fundamental invariants, but

which merit a special notation on account of their great importance, and because

their expression in terms of the fundamental invariants is rather complicated.

We shall first show how these latter expressions may be obtained.    Since

A'u*y   laMogr      ¿r-23'-1^-10^
(30) •        "     6    dudv    '        x>»-"°»     6    dudv

%:=(%', B), S: = (33',^'),
we have

(8!) ,-»-(r.Jr)+J*är.    r-c-(».*, + i!ä?.

so that it remains to find the expressions for d2 log $l"/dudv and d2 log 23/dudv.

Now we have

(23, -á')=9.-3¿'9,      [(23, A'), JB'] = 23„„-3^'23„-3^;23+65'(23, A').

From these equations we find

d2 log 23      d2 loe 2Í"     1

<32) 2 -w- + -ear=9{2[(S3'A^ ^-12s'^' ^')+6»(2í', B)}.

In the same way we may prove the formula

d2 log 23        d2 loe 2Í"      1
(33) -ear + 2 -UV = W{2 Kr'B'^ ^ -122i'(r, ^')+6a"(23', A')},

and these two equations suffice to solve our problem.

The integrability conditions may now be written as follows :

3   -2l"23-i?--^=0, ©+(23,^') = 0,

(34) 6" + (2I", B') = 0,       ((Z,A')-(K,B') + m"=0,

(&',B)-(H-,A') + %"& = 0,

and in this form their invariant character is obvious.

We have already observed that the seminvariants are capable of being

expressed in terms of the fundamental invariants and of their derivatives. But

if the seminvariants are known as functions of u and ■;; the corresponding net of

plane curves is determined except for a projective transformation. We see,

therefore, that the following theorem is true.

If the seven fundamental invariants of a net are given as functions of u and
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îi so as to satisfy the five conditions (34), the net is determined except for a

protective transformation.

§ 4.  The covariants of the net and its Laplacian Transformations.

Let
y(k)=fk)(u,v) (4 = 1,2,3)

be the equations of the net of plane curves under consideration. For given

values of u and v, yw, ]f2), y(3) are the coordinates of a point y * through which

pass the two curves u = const, and v = const, of our net. The tangent t to the

curve v = const, will be obtained by joining y to the point yu whose coordinates

are
,»     Sßk)(u,v)

y«=du^ (*=i.*. 3),

and the coordinates of any point of this tangent (distinct from y) may be ex-

pressed in the form

(35) y^ + ay(k) (4=1,2,3).

Now let y move along a curve u = const., and in each of its positions construct

the line t tangent to that one of the curves v = const, which passes through it.

These lines t will have an envelope, which we now proceed to determine. The

expressions (35) are the coordinates of an arbitrary point Q of t. As y moves

along the curve u — const., v alone changes, so that the tangent of the curve

described by Q will be obtained by joining Q to the point R whose coordinates

are

_ (j£) + ay(4)) = j£) + ayiV + aj»

= a'yf + (&' + a)yf + (c' + ap)yw   (*=i. 2,3).

Now if Q is the point where t meets its envelope, t must be tangent to the

envelope at Q, i. e., the line QR must coincide with t. This will be so if and

only if a = — 6', assuming of course that the curves u = const, and v = const,

are not tangent to each other at the point y.

We see, therefore, that the tangents to the curves v = const, constructed at

the points where these curves meet a fixed curve u = const, have as their

envelope the locus of the point Pp whose coordinates are

Pm = y(k)-b'f1} (4 = 1,8,8).

Similarly, the tangents to the curves u = const, along a fixed curve v = const.,

have as their envelope the locus of the point Pa whose coordinates are given by

ffW = y™ — dy*J (fc=l,2,3).

*This is, of course, the same point which has previously been denoted by Py.
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It follows from these considerations, and may easily be verified analytically

that the semi-covariants

(36) P = yu-Vy, <r = yv-dy

are also covariants of system (4).    The same thing is, of course, true of y itself.

All other relative covariants are homogeneous functions of these three and

of invariants. For in the first place we need consider only covariants which

involve, necessarily in homogeneous fashion, y, yu and yv and no derivatives of

y of a higher order. In fact, if a covariant did involve higher derivatives we

could express them in terms of these three by means of equations (4) and those

derived from them by differentiation. If we were to set up the system of partial

differential equations satisfied by the absolute covariants, we should find the

same system as that considered before for the absolute invariants with the addi-

tional terms arising from the presence of the two new variables, viz., the two

ratios of the quantities y, yu and yv. This system will therefore have two more

independent solutions than that for the invariants, and these two may be chosen

to be p/y and cr/y since they are clearly independent. All absolute covariants,

then, are functions of p/y, a/y and of absolute invariants, whence follows at

once the theorem as stated.

The covariants p and a, as we have seen, establish a correspondence between

the point P and two other points P and Pa. As u and v vary, each of these

two points P' and Pa, in general, describes a new net of plane curves which

shall be called Laplacian transforms of the net determined by P . More speci-

fically we shall call the net determined by Pa the first, and that determined by

P the minus first Laplacian transform of the original net, for the reason that

the first Laplacian transform of the net determined by P is the original net. We

proceed to set up the partial differential equations of the net determined by Pa .

We may assume that the system (4) has been reduced to its canonical form

yUu = -B'yu + Byv+Cy,

(37) yuo = A'yu + Byv+C'y,

yvv = Ä"yu- A'y,+ G"y-

We shall find from (36), by differentiation and making use of (37),

(38) <ru=B'yv + (C'-A'u)y,        <r.= A"yu-2A'yv +(C" - A[)y,

and further

*uu = (C'-A: + A'B)yu+(B'u + B'2)yv + (C'u-A:u+B'C')y,

<ruv = A"Byu + (C'-A: + B:-A'B')yv + (C'v-Ai+BC")y,

[ <rvv = (A:-A'A")yu + (C"-3A'v + A"B-2A'B')y,

+ (C:-A[v + A"C'-2A'C")y.
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 33
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Now from (36) and (38) we find

y = A'y + <r,

(40) '
<rv = Hy + B'a,        v, = (C" - A'c - 2A'2)y + A"yu-2A'a,

whence

¿"fiy = ¿X - ¿"5V,

(41) ^Jry„,-(C"-A'-2A'2)<ru+H<rv+[2HA>+B'(C"-A'-2A'2)]<T,

A"Hy, = i'4V, + A"(H- A'B)a.

We shall therefore obtain for a a system of partial differential equations of the

form

°"uU=ai<ru+6l0"p + Cl°"l

(42) °-iip=«>u + &;°-p + c>'

(7   = a'.'cr   4- 6'.'cr  -f c'.'cr,
pp 1      u     ' 1      p     ' 1       '

whose coefficients may be expressed as follows :

A"Ha, = A"H+ A"H - A"HB',        A'Hbx = H2,

¿"JBc, = - A"B'Hu + 2A'H2 + J7( A"B'u - B'A'¿ + 2A"B2),

A"Ha[ = ¿"( ^'¿T-f H ),        ¿"J76; = A"B'H,
(43)
V    ;   ^".öb; = - ^"S'.ET-)-^"^2 + A"H(B[-A'B'),

A'Hd[ = ^"2JT+ ^"G'; - GX',        ¿"J76'/ = ( A'; - A'A") H,

A"Hcl=A"m-B(A'%"v -GX' + A"2K)+2H(A'A'l -A"A'V+A'2A").

The system (42) is not in its canonical form.    In order to reduce it to the

canonical form, we put

o-=\yx,

where X is subject to the conditions

- = Ha1 + il)=3^ + ̂ J, X=H«1 + 6i) = 3U: + ̂ J'

so that

X = const. ^A"H.

We shall omit the details of the calculation. A system of form (37) is

transformed into another system likewise in its canonical form by the trans-

formation

y — A'y

Its coefficients, the seminvariants of the first Laplacian transformed net, are as
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follows :

A = -*' + 0(§ + §>    B>'

r     K+2fí'2 + 1A'H    ír(a^H"\^h(a"^\
Cl = Bu + 2B   +^^^-îB{^' + ff)+sA\A' + Il)

,5M«,^V    2AIH      \(A'j      Hm\
+ $\A" + H)     2,A"H     Z\A" + Hr J '

H.    1(A'HV\ 1/A"    H\
a = a +H-i\j»+wy    bi = b-i{ä'+h)>

c; = c+b:-a:-b'§ + \ (a>+ §)(§, + §)+**(§+§ )

$\A" + H)\A" + H)     Z\A"~+H~       A"2 H2y

A"    A"K^.1iG"    G"A:\ fí»       A'+A':    *(A:±H'\
^1 = ^+^(6.-® A'Y       Bl=-A + A"-3\T' + H)>

C'{= 6"- -§'(&:-&"§, + KA'^j + 2 (A'^-A: + A'2^

+¿(6:-,'§:+«")($+§)+í(-.+í)($:+f)
1(ä'Hv\2 ir^i»^^  (a:v (Hv\n

~ 9\A" + H ) ~ 3 L A" + II ~ \A") ~ \E ) y

where we have assumed A" and H different from zero. The cases thus excluded

are necessarily so, since the corresponding net is degenerate. In fact, if

A" = 0, we see from (37) that

V„'Bl — A.'y. + C"y,

so that the three solutions ym will satisfy a homogeneous relation of the first

degree with coefficients independent of v ; i. e., the curves u = const, of the

original net are straight lines. The locus of Pa in that case obviously degen-

erates into a curve, the envelope of these straight lines. This is also apparent

from (40), for if A" = 0, on account of (14), C" — A'v — 2A'2 will also vanish,

so that we shall find
o- =-2A'a.

V

The curves u = const, of the transformed net degenerate into the points of the

envelope, the curves v = const, of the transformed net all coincide with this

same envelope.

If H= 0, equations (40) show that

a  = B' <r;
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i. e., the envelope of the tangents to the curves u = const, along a curve

v = const, degenerates into a point. In this case the curves v = const, of the

transformed net degenerate into points, and the curves u = const, all coincide

with the locus of these points.

We can now verify the following theorem. If A" = 0 or B = 0, one of the

families of the original net is composed of straight lines and the first or minus

first Laplacian transformed net degenerates. The only other cases in which

one of these transformed nets degenerates are obtained by equating either H

or K to zero.

In fact, the first Laplacian transformed net will degenerate if and only if the

locus of Pa for all possible values of u and v reduces to a curve, i. e., if a

satisfies an equation of the form

a<ru + ßav + y<r = 0,

or if

a(Hy + B<x) + ß[(C" - A'v - 2A'2)y + A"y„ - 2A'a] + ya = 0.

Now the points y, ya and er are not collinear if the curves u = const, and

v = const, are not tangent to each other at the point P . Consequently we

should have

aH+ß(C"-A'v-2A'2) = 0,        ßA" = 0,        aB - 2ßA' + y = 0.

If H is not zero, we should therefore find necessarily A" = 0, since

a = /3 = 7 = 0is not an admissible solution.

The seven fundamental invariants of the first Laplacian transformed net have

the following values :

^ = 2?'     6.=r'(^ + 3^^)'

«(_,,25   13Ç   j_ax       w    K   x^   15
"*' _      "•" 3 H     3 21" "^ 63Í'/   dv '        «i - -°       2 3Í"     6 H '

(46Ï G' -G'     A' + B     U^ + H-    K%:     H«H'\

\ ( 21" \

ß" = r + 34'^3U^     iÄ>     ̂6t -G +ÓA yT- ffj+T ff-AAw- H •

We find further

a2 log h
(46a) tIx = 2H-K-^¿-,        KX = H.

We now proceed to set down the corresponding equations for the minus first
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Laplacian transformed net.    We shall find

PUa = a-lPu + b_xpv + c_xp,

(47) Puv=a'-lPu+h'-lP» + C-iP,

r\, = a",r\.+ 6-ir\ + 0'
where

BKa_x = (Bu- BB) K,       BKb_x = 5GU - Bß + B2 H,

BKc_x = BK(E - A'( 5G„ - 5„G + B2H) + 2K( BBu - BB'u + BB2) t

BKa'   = A'BK,       BKb'   = BBK+ BK ,
(48)

BKc'_x = - A'BKu + BK2 + BK( A'u - AB' ),

BKd'_x = K2,       BKb':L = BK + BK - A'BK,

BKc"_x = - ABKv + 2BK2 + ^(5,4; - ¿'5, + 2^'25).

In order to reduce (47) to its canonical form we put

(49) ^-¿g,

The coefficients of the resulting system, the seminvariants of (47), are :

A_x = - B + § - | (§ + §),       B_x=j^(B^-B£+B2H),

C_x = G - -¿=.(5G„ - 5UG + 52#) + 2(5^-5; + 5'2)

+K5-5')(3,+í)+ot(§+§)(56»-^+5W>
1/5       JT       52     J5T2\     1/5      JT\2

~3V"^    ^-^_2"V_9\^    ^/ '

^-^-s(§+?)'    «•-B'+f-i(§+5>

c:1=C.^;-S;-^§+ix(§+f) + |(5+§)(§+§)

1/5       .ST      5 5     JSTiTX     1/5     iTN/5      ^\_ f uv    i up «       » m        r I _ I_u    i    _   « II _v     i    _y i

3V5 + JcT        52 K2 )     9\B+K)\B+KJr

A-i-B*       B-> = -A+S\-B + k)'

c_x = av + ¿a +   B  +%ByB+ x)-*A\p+ K)

b(B      K\2    25 K      1/5       K \■_I   _   i?     i     _y   I_y _y __ _ I   _   vu    ■    _t)B   1

"t"9V5+JrT//    351    3V5"l"Jfry'

(50)
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The seven fundamental invariants of the minus first Laplacian transformed

net have the following values :

9-1-¿(9©.-9.0; + 9W),

®-i-Qi + ÓB\ñ-K) + %K-SB»--K>

ff'       ß'MA'      fí'     V83«.^.     S-S.     ^-^

and furthermore

d2 loe JT

(52) H_X = K,       K_1 = 2K-H--d^r.

It is easy to show that these two Laplacian transformations may be regarded

as inverse to each other, a fact which has been made use of in our notation. In

general, we shall therefore obtain an infinity of nets of plane curves by the repe-

tition of one or the other of these transformations. It may happen however that

a certain one of these nets degenerates, as is the case for instance if either H or

K vanishes.    In all such cases the general integral of the equation

ffiSï *y      A'dy \-Hdy  l C'v
(5d) dudv - A du + B dv + ° y

can be obtained by quadratures, and we are in possession of a very elegant ana-

lytical theory of this differential equation from this point of view, a theory

originated by Laplace and further developed by Darboux. To Darboux is due

also a geometrical interpretation of this theory which puts it into relation on the

one hand with the theory of conjugate nets of curves on curved surfaces, and on

the other with the theory of congruences of straight lines. But these geometric

theories as developed by Darboux are not protective theories, since a simple

equation of form (53) does not suffice to characterize a surface projectively. A

purely projective theory may be obtained by adding a second partial differential

equation of the second order to (53), and this is essentially what has been

done by the present author in his general projective theory of surfaces and

congruences.*

*E. J. Wilczynski. Projective Differential Geometry of Curved Surfaces. Five memoirs.

These Transactions, 1907-1909. Compare also Sur la théorie générale des congruences, soon to

be published by the Royal Belgian Academy.
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In the present paper we have found a different geometric interpretation for

Darboux's theory, which seems to have escaped notice until now, and moreover

since we are considering, not a single linear partial differential equation of the

second order, but a system of three such equations, our theory is a purely pro-

jective one. Every one of Darboux's analytical theorems furnishes a prelimi-

nary basis for a series of deeper investigations concerning such systems of par-

tial differential equations or, geometrically speaking, concerning nets of plane

curves. Suppose, for instance, that equation (53) is of such a character that its

general solution may be obtained by quadratures. It will contain a certain

number of arbitrary functions. The question remains : how to determine these

arbitrary functions so as to satisfy the remaining two equations of the system,

and this reduces to a problem in ordinary differential equations.

As the point y moves along a curve u = const, ov v = const, of the original

net, the corresponding point yl or cr describes a curve u = const. oru = const,

of the first Laplacian transformed net. Now the lines yyl are the tangents of

the curves u = const. Let us speak of those curves of the transformed nets

which are described by yY when y moves along one of the curves u = const., or

by y2 when y moves along one of the curves v = const, as direct, and the other

curves of their respective nets as indirect transforms of the curves of the original

net. The lines which join the points of a curve of the original net to the cor-

responding points of its direct Laplacian transform will then be tangents of the

former curve. The lines which join the points of a curve of the original net to

the corresponding point of its indirect Laplacian transform are tangent to the

latter.

This terminology is convenient in enabling us to state the following simple

theorem. If a net of plane curves is obtained from another by a Laplacian

transformation, its two families of curves are respectively the direct transforms

of one and the indirect transforms of the other of the two families of the orig-

inal net. That family of the transformed net, which corresponds indirectly to

a family of the original net, can never be composed of straight lines.

In fact, if the curves v = const, in the first Laplacian transformed net are

straight lines, B, and therefore, according to (45), .iTmust vanish identically.

But if H= 0, the transformed net is degenerate.

In a net obtained by Laplacian transformation from another net, those curves

which correspond directly to curves of the original net may be straight lines.

They will be straight lines in the first transformed net if and only if

(54a) %"2K + 2Í"C - 6X - 0,

and for the minus first, if and only if

(546) 9W+96.-69,-0.
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§ 5. Determination of those nets whose Laplacian transforms are merely

projections of the original net.

By means of the Laplace transformation two nets are brought into what we

may call a point-to-point correspondence, those being corresponding points

which, in the two nets, correspond to the same pair of values (u, v). Our

equations are such that both the original and the transformed nets are referred

to the same independent variables. Consequently if this correspondence is to be

equivalent to a projective transformation, the corresponding invariants must be

equal for all values of u and v. Since, moreover, the seminvariants are expres-

sible in terms of the invariants and their derivatives, the conditions necessary

and sufficient for»projective equivalence of a net and of its first Laplacian trans-

formed net are

BX = B,        CX = C,       A\ = A\       B'X = B',        C'X = C,

A x = A  , O .  = O   .

According to (45) we find, therefore, the following conditions for A, B, C, etc. :

A"     H      . H      _

AH    1H/A"     H\     2 A" H
5' + 25' + 2 —pr + ö -n> ( -fr, + -ff ) — q -Al if = C,SA'XA'^H        ZA'H

')

(55)

2 H     1A"     n „,       .,      nH        n/A"     H\     n

S H     3A"~   ' »        » H

A"K

H + Í(g;-g"$) = ̂",
G" - § (G'; - G"§; + KA^ + 2 (A' §-A: + A2}

1 /     t,   A"\fA"    II\    1 (A"    H\2   1 a (A"    H\    „„

The first and fourth of these conditions give, upon integration,

A"H=^(v),        A"H-2=cp(u),

(j>(u) and >jr(v) being functions of the single arguments indicated.*     Con-

sequently

A" = cf>ÍT¡ri,        H=<j>-^K

Now A" and H are relative invariants, and if we put

(56) ü=U(u),       v = V(v),

* Neither of these functions can vanish identically, since A" and H must be different from

zero.    Otherwise the transformed net would be degenerate.
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they are transformed into

I"-A"^'- H-   H-■°-   — -"•   i y y ' U' V

respectively.    We may, therefore, reduce them to unity by choosing U' and

V so that

^ = V(ñy    ^T = ̂ )-

The most general transformation of the form (56) which leaves the conditions

A" = LT= 1 invariant will be conditioned by the equations

(¿77=1,       (V'f=l.

The conditions (55) now reduce considerably.    They become

A" = 1,        H=C + A'B-A'u=l, B = l,

2A' + B'u+2B'2=C, B[-A'u = 0,       JT+C^-l,

<i"-B' + 2(-A'v + A'2) = C",
whence

A" = l,       5 = 1,       A' = <pv,       B' = <pu,        C'=l-<pu<pv + cpav,

C=<puu + 2cpv + 2<pl,        C" = <pD„ + 2<t>l-<pu + \(u).

Here X(w) is an arbitrary function of u, and <$> is subject to the equation

d>    = 0, so that
<j> = p.(u) + v(u)v,

p-(u), v(u) being arbitrary functions of u.    Let us denote dp ¡du, d2p.¡du2 by

p!, p,", etc., then we shall have

A = -B,      B = l, C=p," + 2v + 2p'2+(v" + 4p,'v')v+2(v')2v2,

A' = v, B = p! + vv,       C — 1 — vp! + v" — vv'v,

A"=l, B" = - A', C" = X+ 2v2 -ft- v'v.

These quantities must satisfy the integrability conditions (14).    Imposing this

condition we find that we must have

X=3¿,        p, = lc + lu,        v = m,

where k, l, m are arbitrary constants, so that we find finally

A = -l,        B=l, C=2(l2 + m),

(57) A'=m, B'=l, C'=l-lm,

A"=l, B"=-m, C" = 2(l + m2).

If a net is projectively equivalent to its first Laplacian transform, its system
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of differential equations can be reduced to one with the constant coefficients (57)

which involve two arbitraries.

A system of partial differential equations of this form may be integrated as

follows.    The function
y = e*"+ß'

will be a solution of it, if a and ß can be determined so as to satisfy the three

conditions
o?=-la + ß + 2(l2 + m),

(58) aß = ma + lß + 1 — Im,

ß*=a-mß + 2(l + m2),

and these, it is easy to show, are consistent. The elimination of ß leads to the

following equation for a:

(59) /( a) = a3 - 3 ( I2 + m ) a + 2Z3 + Sim - 1 = 0 .

Let ax, a2, a3 be the three roots of this cubic, and let

ma. -4-1 — Im
(60) ßk=       " ,- (fc=l,2,3),

be the corresponding values of ß. In order that the three solutions of our sys-

tem of partial differential equations

(61) f»«*+" (4=1,2,3),

may be linearly independent it is necessary and sufficient that the three roots ak

of (59) be distinct, as may be seen by applying the usual test. Let us assume,

therefore, that the discriminant of (59) or

(62) A = 1 - Um- 3ZW- 4(Z3+ m3)

is different from zero. Then the three quantities ßx, ß2, ßs, will also be dis-

tinct, and the net defined by equations (61) will be non-degenerate. In fact the

determinant D [cf. eq. (3)] becomes

111

D=   ax    a2    a3   = 2(a2/33 - a3ß2).

0i    ß*    ß3

On account of (60) we may write

n     y K - a3) imV3 + (1 - lm)(a2+ a3) - 1(1 - Im) ]

K-OK-0
•?(a2-a3)[ma2a3+(1-lm)(lX2+a3)-l(1-lm)](ai-1)

{ax-l)(a2-l)(a3-l)
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The denominator of this fraction is equal to

-/(0 = i-
Consequently

D = 1(a2 — a^mapfa + (1 — lm)(a]a2 + a^) — 1(1 — lm)al

— lma2a3 — 1(1 — lm)(a2 + a3) + P(l — lm)~\.
But, according to (59),

a1 + a2 + a3 = 0,        o¡2«3 + a3a, + a,a2 = — 3 (I2 + m),

a1a2a3=l-3hn-2P.

Consequently

D = 2(a2 - «3)[m(l - Sim - 2P)-S(l2+m)(l-lm)+l?(l-lm)-a2a3]

= lm(l-Slm-2P)-S(l2+m)(l-lm) + l2(l-lm)]'2(a2-aí)-l(ala3-a2a¡).

But obviously
S(a2-a3) = °> 2(a2a3-a2a32) = -A,

so that

(63) D = A

and is consequently different from zero.    Therefore equations (61) define a

non-degenerate net of plane curves if the quantities a15 a2, a3 are distinct.

We proceed to discuss the case when two of the roots of (59) are equal, say

a3=a2,        A = 0,

while ax and a2 are distinct.    We may put again

(64) y(k) = e"*^*" ( k = 1, 2 ),

but it remains to find a third solution of our system of partial differential equa-

tions.    The second equation of (58) may be put into the form

(a-l)(ß-m) = l,
so that we may write

a — l=t,        ß — m = —,
V

and consider the cubic

(65) i3 + Sit2 -Smt -1=0

instead of (59).    If we denote its roots by t{, t2, t3 we have in our case t3= t2.

According to well-known principles, the function obtained from

d
— re(¡+í)M+(m+l/<>]

by substituting t — t2 after the differentiation, will be a solution of our partial

differential equations if t2 is a double root of (65).    We thus find

(66) yW= [(a2- l)u - (ß2- m)v]e^+^.
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That this function satisfies the differential equations may also be verified

directly. The linear independence of the three functions y^ and the non-degen-

eracy of the net may be verified as before, or even more simply as follows. We

find

y^
ym= («2- l)U - (ßz~ ™K

y(1)
log ^2) = ( *, - «2)M + (ßy - ß2)v'

„(I) v(3)
v22iog^2)+ txt2(t2- tyy{.2)=(tx- t2fv,

</D „(3)

hHlm + ih-ty^-ih-tJu,

whence

(67)

as the finite equations of the curves of our net. We see that neither family of

curves degenerates, since t2 + t, • Moreover, the three functions are linearly

independent, since no root of (65) can be equal to zero, and consequently the

curves (67) cannot reduce to straight lines.

If all three roots of (59) are equal, their common value must be zero, and we

must have

l2 + m = 0, l-3lm-2l3=0,
so that either

Z = — 1,      »i = — 1      or     1 = —m,      m = —co2     or     1 = — co2,     m = —w,

where w is a primitive third root of unity. If we write down the three systems

of differential equations which correspond to these three alternatives, we find

that they may be transformed into each other by a transformation of the form

ü = au,        v = ßv,

where a and ß are constants.    It suffices therefore to consider the ease

I = m = — 1,

which gives rise to the following system of differential equations :

"uu ~~ vu    *^ *s V ' "uv Ju J V ' J vv Ju    *~ o v *

This system has the following three linearly independent solutions ;

t/1' = (u — v)2 + u + v,        y(2) = u — v,        y(3) = 1.

Consequently the equations of the two one-parameter families of the net will be

(x. + x.)x. — x\ — 2uxl = 0,

(68)
(xx — x2 ) xz — x\ — 2vx\ = 0 ;
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i. e., both families are pencils of conies, which may be completely characterized

as follows. The conies u = const, all have four-pointic (third order) contact

with

(69) (xl+x2)x3-x\ = a

at the vertex A (x2 = x3 = 0 ) of the triangle of reference. Similarly, the conies

v = const, have four-pointic contact with the conic

(70) (a,-«,)«,,-a$-0

at the point A. It remains to characterize the two conies (69) and (70). The

conic (69) touches the line xl+ x2= 0 at the vertex C(xl = x2 = 0) of the

fundamental triangle, while (70) at the same point touches the line xl — x2 = 0,

and these two lines divide harmonically the sides of the triangle A C and BC

which meet in C. The third side of the triangle BC(xl = 0) meets the two

conies in two points which divide it harmonically. We may, therefore, con-

struct our two families of conies as follows.

Choose an arbitrary triangle and denote its vertices by A, B, C. Through

the vertex C draw two lines, I and m, which divide CA and CB harmon-

ically. On the side BC of the triangle choose any two points, D and E, which

divide BC harmonically. Construct the conic Kx tangent to AB at A, tan-

gent to I at C and passing through D. Construct also the conic K2, tangent

to AB at A, tangent to m at C, and passing through E. The two pencils of

conies, which have four-pointic contact with Kx and K2 respectively at A,

determine the most general net of conies which has the property that its

Laplacian transformed nets are projectively equivalent to it.

Let us return to the general case, in which the three numbers a,, a2, a3 are

distinct. The curves of the net are, of course, anharmonic curves, using Hal-

phen's terminology, since the linear differential equations of the third order

which define them have constant coefficients.* For every curve of this kind

there exists a one-parameter group of collineations which converts it into itself,

and in the general case this collineation group has an invariant triangle. From

this remark it easily follows that the three points in which a tangent of the cwve

intersects the sides of the invariant triangle, together with its point of contact,

will determine an anharmonic ratio, constant along the whole curve. This con-

stant anharmonic ratio is an absolute invariant of the curve, but its expression

in terms of the coefficients of the differential equation is irrational. In fact, the

six values of this anharmonic ratio, which correspond to the different possible

arrangements of the four points on the tangent, are the roots of the following

equation of the sixth order

(m o9 (X»-X+l)' _ «Î
VL>_ (X-2)2(1-2X)2(X+1)2-^'

*Cf. equations (73) to (76) of the following paragraph. See also E. J. Wilczynski, Pro-

jective Differential Geometry, pp. 86-90.
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where

(72a) *s nm + Pf
Vm) 6¡~(2l3+Slm-l)2

for the curves v = const, and

(72ÔÏ 5 -      «'(*+ "»')'
*      ; 6¡~ (2m3 + Slm - l)2

for the curves u = const.*

It is not difficult to show that, when the invariant triangle and the value K

of the anharmonic ratio which corresponds to a definite arrangement of the

four points on the tangent are given, there exists a unique one-parameter family

of anharmonic curves belonging to the given triangle and the given anharmonic

ratio in the sense of the above theorem. This being so, we can describe our net

in the general case [all roots of (59) distinct] as follows.

Construct an arbitrary triangle. Let X and X' be two numbers different

from each other, from zero, from ± 1, 2 or J.f Construct the two one-param-

eter families of anharmonic curves which have the given triangle as invariant

triangle, and whose curves belong to the anharmonic ratios X and X' respec-

tively. Any net constructed in this way will be projectively equivalent with

those obtained from it by Laplacian transformations.

The assumption that X and X' shall be distinct does not imply that the

invariants (72a) and (726) shall have different values. In fact, for a given

value of the absolute invariant d?g/#3s), (71) shows that there are six values of X

no two of which coincide, except in the cases which have been excluded.

The nature of the net in the intermediate case, when two roots of (59) coincide,

but not all three, is most easily investigated as follows.    Let

£> y^_^S) — x '       y(3) ~ y

be cartesian coordinates.    Then equations (67) may be written

*2l°Sy + (t2-ti)x==v,        tl\ogy+(t2-t1)x = u,

where

or, more simply,

where

v = (\^v,        ü = (tl-t2fu,
Ms9

y = Ue   'i    ,        y = Ve    '2   ,

(7=e'>, F=e'í,

*Loo. cit., pp. (58), (59), (88).

t These values are excluded because they correspond to the cases in which the three quanti-

ties au a,, a3 are not all distinct.
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so that the families u = const., v — const., coincide with the families U = const.,

V= const., respectively.

In our case tx and t2 are distinct, so that the equations may be written

y=UA\       y=VBx,

where A and 5 are two distinct numbers, which may be thought of as being

given arbitrarily.

We therefore obtain a net of the desired character if we construct two

exponential curves
y = Ax,       y = Bx,

with arbitrary, but distinct bases, and then magnify their ordinates in all

possible ratios. The most general net of the kind considered is obtained from

this one by protective transformation.

It is of interest to notice the further result that the system of differential

equations with constant coefficients xohich has presented itself in this theory is

the most general completely integrable system of form (4) whose invariants are

constants. This may be verified easily by making use of the integrability con-

ditions in the form (14).

§ 6.  Osculating conies of curves of the net.

An individual plane curve is characterized projectively by a linear differential

equation of the third order. We now proceed to determine these equations for

the curves u = const, and v = const, of a net when the latter is defined by a

system of form (4).

We have

Vv.u=ayu-t byv + cy,

and consequently by differentiation and making use of (4)

y«uu = («» + a2 + db + c)yu -f (6„ + ab + bb')yv + (cu + ac + bc')y.

The elimination of yv between these two equations gives the desired equation for

the curves v = const., viz.,

(73) y«u« + ^jyMM + 8p2yu + p3y = 0,

where

Pi = - o ( j + a + 6' J,       p2 = - g (a, - a-£ + c + ab - ab' J,

(74)

P3 = — Í Cu — c f + 6c' - b'c J.

Similarly we find the differential equations of the curves u = const., viz.,

(75) y™, + 3?i y« + 3q2yv + q3y = 0,
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where

?1 = ~ 3 (J + a' + 6")'       ?2 = ~ 3 (^ ~ b" °d' + C" + a"6' ~ a'6")'

(76)
?,= -^c, -c ¿77+a c -oc J.

The seminvariants and semi-covariants of (73) are *

(77) P2=P2-p\-%        53=Ä-3M+2?3-^,

2(u) = y» + />! y, p("; = yuu + 2/-i y* + p2y>

the corresponding functions for (75) are

(78) ft = ?2-??-^, a = ?s-3?1?2+2?3-51,

¿v) = y* + axy, p(v) = y«. + 2?, yv + q2y-

If we substitute into the expressions for z(u), y = y(ír) (¿=1,2,3), where

S/0, y(2), y<3) are three linearly independent solutions of system (4), a("' assumes

three values which we interpret as the homogeneous coordinates of a point.

This point 2(u) will obviously be on the tangent of the curve v = const, con-

structed at the point y. Similarly p(u) represents a third point of the plane,

and these three points will not be collinear unless y is a point of inflection of

the curve v =■ const, under consideration.    Any expression of the form

axy + a2z{u) + a3piu)

will then represent a point, whose coordinates, referred to the triangle y, zl"\ p{u)

may be chosen proportional to ax, a2, as respectively. We shall prefer, how-

ever, to use the notation

ak = xT (4=1,2,3).

Eeferred to this system of coordinates, the equation of the conic having fourth-

order contact with the curve v = const, at y is

(79) a** - 2a*° xf + P2 xf^ = 0 .f

We wish to' find the equation of this same conic referred to the triangle of

reference y,z,p whose geometrical significance in connection with a given net

has already been discussed. In order to do this we must find the equations of

transformation between the two systems of coordinates.

Let 93j, x2, x3 be the coordinates of a point with respect to the triangle y, p>

* E. J. WILCZYNSKI, Protective Differential Geometry, pp. 58, 59.

tlbid., p. 65.
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a, and let af"\ xf\ x3u) be the coordinates of the same point with respect to the

triangle y, é-*\ jow.    Then we must have

^y + «¡¡P + x:i<r = a>(xf>y + a4"Vu) + x3uYu)),

where m is a factor of proportionality.    Now we find from the definition of

these quantities the following relations :

p=-(p1 + V)y + ¿"\

(80) -db-c + aPi+ 2p\-p2        a+ 2px (u) | 1

b° =     "      -   ■   7'  ■   -"'     "y - ^jt* ** + rf*.

Let these values be substituted into the preceding equation. The coefficients of

y, »M, /3(u) on both sides of the equation must be equal; otherwise we should

find a linear homogeneous differential equation of the form

Lyuu + Pyu+ Qy=0

satisfied by y(1), y(2), ¡f3); i. e., the curve v = const, considered would be a

straight line, which case we shall exclude. The exceptional case suggested by

(80), viz., 5 = 0, has the same significance. Obviously in this exceptional

case there is no proper osculating conic.

We obtain, therefore, the following equations of transformation

aw?' = a?!- (px + b')x2 + -(-db-c + aPl + 2p\ -p2)x3,

(81)       cox?? = x2-a+J^x3,

The equation of the conic (79) referred  to the new triangle of reference

becomes therefore

(82)

b2x\ + \bÍ2j)-±a + %b'\x¿c3 - 2bxxa

+ (sp2-p\-^ + 2apx + a2 + 2db + 2c\ x\ = 0.

Since our triangle of reference is a covariant triangle, the coefficients of this

equation must be invariants of the net. In fact we find that equation (82) may

be reduced to the following :

(83) M = 92íc2 + 499'a¡,»j - 29aJ1¡es + <¡>x¡ = 0,

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 34
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where

(84) 4, = G - 433'2 + 233; + 633'5.

In order to verify this statement, it is convenient to assume that system (4) is

given in its canonical form, and to introduce for px and p2 their values from (74).

In the same way we may find the equation of the conic which osculates the

curve u = const, at the point y.    We have, in this case, the relations

/.« e~¿ K- a"b'-c"+h"& +2?' - ?2)y- (2^ + 6>(0)+pw] •
(80)      "

a = - (a'+ qx)y + z<°\

so that

mat? = xx + I(- a"6' - c" + b"qx + 2q{-q2)x2-(d + qx)x3,

(86)     «4«)--^(Sfi+ *>, + «,,

a
(orfp = -t,x2.

The equation of the conic which osculates the curve u = const, at the point

y becomes

(87) N=^x\ + 4SI' 3t"a;2x3 + 2l''2cc2 - 231"a^ = 0,

where

(88) f =G"-43T2+23i; + 63I'A'.

Equations (83) and (87) enable us to interpret geometrically a number of

invariants.

The line xx = 0, i. e., the line which joins the points Pp and Pa, will inter-

sect the conic M= 0 in two points which divide 5pP<r harmonically if and

only if G' is equal to zero. Similarly the two points determined on Pp Pa by the

conic JV = 0 divide Pp Pa harmonically if and only if 31' = 0. The anhar-

monic ratios which these two groups of four points determine, if 31' and G' are

not zero, are easily expressible as absolute invariants. The point Pa is on the

conic J/"= 0 if and only if (j> = 0 ; similarly yjr will vanish if and only if Pp

is on the conic N= 0.

Neither of the osculating conies is degenerate unless either 33 or 31" vanishes,

i. e., unless the point of osculation is a point of inflection of the corresponding

curve u = const, or v = const.

The line RpI\ is tangent to M = 0 if and only if

(89a) 4>-433'2=0;
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it is tangent to N=0 if and only if

(89b) f - 42Í'2 = 0.

The conies Jf~= 0 and N= 0, of course, have the point P in common. The

discriminant of the general conic

\M+ nN= 0

of their pencil may be reduced to

(90) 94X3 + 92(f -42l"9')XV + 2i"2(4>-42l'9)XAi2 + 2i"y,

and the values of X : p, which annul this expression will determine the degenerate

conies of the pencil, and consequently the remaining three points of intersection

of M = 0 and ^=0. The two conies will touch each other if the discriminant

of (90) vanishes.

We have found the equations of the osculating conies of the curves of the net

which meet at the point Py corresponding to the values u and v of the inde-

pendent variables. We proceed to determine the osculating conies of the curves

of the net in the vicinity of P .

Let us denote by y , p , a the vertices of the triangle which is obtained from

y, p, er when the infinitesimal increments Su and Sv are given to u and v respec-

tively.    We shall have

y' — y + yu$u + yv$v,

(91) p = p + puSu + p„Sv,

a = o- + au Su + crv Sv,

retaining only terms of the first order in Su and Sv. Now let us assume that

(4) is given in its canonical form.    Then we find

yu = B'y + p,        yc = A'y + a,

yUu = (C-B'2+ A'B)y - B'p + Ba,

(92)
yUv = (C' + 2A'B)y + A'p + B'<r,

yv„ = (C" - A'2 + A"B')y + A"p - A'a;

whence

pu = (iy-2B'p + Ba,

Pv = Ky + A'p,

aa = Hy+B'a,

av = (i"y + A"p-2A'a-.

The first and last of these equations provide us with geometrical interpreta-

tions for the invariant equations 6 = 0 and 6" = 0 respectively.

(93)
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If g = 0, the curve described by P as P moves along a curve v = const, is

such that its tangent at Pp passes through Pa .

If G" = 0, the curve described by Pa as P moves along a curve u — const,

is such that its tangent at Pa passes through P .

We substitute the values just found for ya, • •., at into (91), and obtain

y = y ( 1 -j- 5' hu + A 8v ) -f- p8u + aBv,

(94) p' = y($8u + K8v) + p(î - 2B8u + A8v) + <tB8u,

a = y(H8u + &"8v) + pA" 8v + o-(l + B'8u - 2ASv).

Now let x'x, x'2, x'3 be the coordinates of a point with respect to the triangle

y , p', a-', while xx, x2, x3 are the coordinates of the same point with respect to

yy p, a.    Then we shall have

a(xxy + x2p+x3a)=x'xy +x'2p +x'3<r,

whence

ax, = (1 + B'hu + A8v)x[ + (GSm + K8v)x'2 + (H8u 4 &"8v)x'3,

(95) wx2 = 8u-x'x + (1 - 25'¿v, 4 A8v)x'2 + A"8vx'3,

a)x3 = 8v-x'x + B8u-x'2 + (1 4- B'Su — 2A8v)x'3,

or inversely

co'x[ = xx — (B'xx 4 Gx2 + Hx3) 8u — ( Axx + Kx2 + &"x3)8v,

(96) mx'2 = x2- (xx - 2B'x2)8u ~(A'x2 + A"x3)8v,

<o'x'3 = x3 — (Bx2 + Bx3)8u — (xx — 2A'x3)8v.

The equation of the conic which osculates the curve v = const, of our net at

the point (u + 8u, v + 8v), referred to the triangle y, p, a will be

( 3324 23333> + 23333> ) x2 4 4 ( 3333' + ^—^ 8u + ^—^ *o\x'2x'3

- 2(33 + 33> + %v8v)x'xx'3 + (<j> + tf>> + <f>v8v)x'32 = 0,

If we introduce the values (96) of x'x, x2, x3 this equation may be reduced to

(97) (l + |^¡8u ) M + (</>„ - 25'oi - J ^ + 2335;^2aw + P8v = 0,

where

P = 233x2 - 4Sa3'xA - 2(23„ + ^4'33 + <t>)xxx3 + 233(33„ - A®)x22

(98) + 2(233r33' + 23333; + 2^'3333' + 33ÍT- 3l"332)*2x3

+ (&, + 4¿> - 42T3333' + 233G")ie32.
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If we allow y to move along a curve v = const., Sv = 0.    The osculating conic

of this curve remains unchanged if and only if

(99) 394>„ - 49„tf> - 69£> + 692i? = 0.

We see, therefore, that (99) is the necessary and sufficient condition for a net

whose curves v = const, are conies.    Similarly if

(100) 321"-*/% - 42i'„> - 6WA'y¡r + 6T2K= 0

the curves u = const, will be conies.

In general we see that the osculating conies of the curves v = const, in the

vicinity of the point (u, v) belong to the two-parameter family of conies

(101) Xx23 +fiM+wP = 0.

The points of intersection of the conies M and P are of special interest. If

they are fixed, the conies which osculate the curves v = const, at the points in

which they meet a fixed curve u = const., will form a pencil, but we shall not

attempt at present to deduce the analytical conditions for this special case.

We may of course obtain a formula similar to (97) for all of the conies which

osculate the curves u = const, in the vicinity of a given point (u, v). It is

clear that these two systems of conies together with their Jacobians and their

other covariants must give rise to a very large number of relations. The

exhaustive discussion of these will not here be attempted. We are satisfied

in so far as we have reduced the problem to a purely algebraic one.

Let

7. Differential equations of the net in line-coordinates.

yW -/»(«,«) (¿=1,2,3)

be the finite equations of the net, the triangle of reference being arbitrary.

The equations of the lines tangent to the curves v = const, and u = const, at

the point (u, v) will be

ya)   2/2)   y'

y<i)    y»>    yf

= 0 and yO-)        2/(2)        y(3)

yd)        UV        ?/(3)
ifV if V if V

= 0

respectively, or

Tmxx + Y^x2 + Y^x3 = 0 and        Z^x, + Z^x2 + Z<B)x3 = 0,

where JT(i) and ZUi), the coordinates of these two lines, are binary determinants

of the types

(102)   ' Y=\y,y\,        Z=\y,y,\
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respectively.    We propose to find the systems of partial differential equations

determined by F», Y^, Z« and Z™, Z™, Z& respectively.

We find by differentiation

Ya = aY+bZ,

Y, = a'Y+b'Z-W,

Zu = a'Y+b'Z + W,

Zv = a"Y+b"Z,

where

(104) W=\yu,yv\.

We find further
Wu=(a + b')W-c'Y+cZ,

(105)
Wv = (d + b")W- c"Y+ c'Z.

Consequently we shall have

Ku = K + «2 + db)Y+(bu + ab + bb')Z + b W,

Yav = (a„ + ad + a"b)Y+ (bv + ab' + bb")Z - aW

(1°6)
= (du + ad + db' + c')Y+(b'u + db + b' -c)Z-aW,

Yvv = (a'v + d2+ a"b'+c")Y+(b: + db'+ b'b"- c')Z-(2a'+6") W,

the two values of Yuv being identical on account of (5), and

Zu» = K + a2 + db' - c')Y+ (K + b'2 + a'b + c) Z + (2a + b') W,

Zur = (a'v + a'2 + d'y - c") Y+ (b'v + db' + b'b" + c')Z + b"W

(107)
= (di + ad' + db")Y+ (b'i + d'b + b'b") Z + b" W,

Z„ = (a"v + da" + a"b")Y+ (b"„ + d'b' + b"2) Z - a" W.

From (103) we have

bZ=-aY+Yu,        a"Y=-b"Z + Z„

(108) bW=(db-ab')Y+b'Yu-bYv,

a" W= (db" - a"b') Z + a"Zu - a'Z,,

which values substituted in (106) and (107) will give the desired two systems of

partial differential equations.    We find in this way :

Yuu =(a + 26' + |) Yu - bYc + (a„- a|' + 2a'¿> - 2ab\ Y,
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Y„ = (b" + |) Yu + arw + (a.-a^ + a" 6 - a6") Y,

T„ = \(b'e -c- db')Yu + (2d + b")Y.

+ j [6a; - ab'0 + 6'(a"6 - ab") + 6c" + ac + (a + b")(ab'- a'6)]F.

If we assume that the system (4) is written in its canonical form, we may

write more simply

Y„- (B + §) y. - BY, + (- 5; -f 5'§ + 2¿'5 + 25'2) Y,

(109) F„„ = (- A 4 §)r„ - 5'Z; 4 ( - B'v + 5'§ + A"B - AB^j Y,

r» = ~5 r»+ J'i; + (c"' + ^ + ^"5# + ¥)r'

«no7 similarly

Zau = B'Zu-~ Zc + (c+ B'u + AB --j^y,

(110) Z„- -¿'Z.+ (-5+ y)s.+ (- K + A'^+A-B-A'B^Z,

Z0V = -A'Zu + ^A + Ai^zc+^-A'v + AAi + 2A''B+2A2^Z,

where, of course, A" and 5 are assumed to be different from zero.

Neither of these systems is in its canonical form. According to the develop-

ments of section 2 we may reduce them to their canonical form by the substi-

tutions

(111) y=Yby,      z=Maz.

Let us denote the coefficients of the new systems, i. e., the seminvariants of

(109) and (110) by ar», ß"\ f">, ■ ■. fy' and a« . •. 7«" respectively. Then

we shall have

a« = B + - — «(">' - -A + -— W - - —

/3^ = -5, ß^' = -B-\B^,       ^"=A-\^-,

(112) ^ = 2 AB + 25'2 4 \ B' § - B'u - $B. 4 \ ~ - g ^",
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-vOO'       A"R      A'R      i4'B-u.2B'B'      fí'+5B"B*      1B-

o"    a**. a»t*^BK ^±a'B*    1KB 2 Bl    1 Bvv
7« =(7  +AB+   B- + iAli-^^-W + Av + -9W-l^-,

and
2/1" 1/1"

(ii3)y^c7 + ̂ -^+^'§-^f + i?: + 2(§)2-|§,

^' = ̂ -^'+m'§-^§-^: + |^|-J§,

7-)" = 2^"jb'+2(^')2+^'4ü-k;-^; + -9(§)2-J$-

These equations will obviously be of service whenever we wish to characterize

a net by properties of the tangents of its curves. By means of (109) the lines

of the plane are assembled in two different ways ; those for which v has a con-

stant value c are tangent to the curve v = c of our original net ; those for which

u has a constant value are tangent to a curve of the first Laplacian transformed

net. By means of equations (110) the lines of the plane are grouped in a

similar way with reference to the curves u = const, of the original net and the

minus first Laplacian transformed net.

In this whole theory we might, of course, adopt a dual interpretation.   Instead

of a net we should then have two one-parameter families of curves so related

that, for every line of a certain domain, there exists one curve of each family

tangent to it.    We have seen instances of such a relation in the theory of the

Laplacian transformation.

The University of Chicago,

December 12, 1910.


